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EDITORIAL COMMENT

Triple Rule Out CTA Scans or the
Right Test for the Right Patient*
Judd E. Hollander, MD,y Anna Marie Chang, MD, MSCEz

I

n this issue of iJACC, Burris et al. (1) used a state-

compare with CTA of the aorta for the diagnosis of

wide registry to compare the diagnostic yield of

aortic dissection? Unfortunately, we are no closer to

coronary computed tomography angiography

being able to answer those questions.

(CTA) with that of triple rule out (TRO) CTA scans

Despite these concerns, the fundamental question

and found that although there were slightly higher

is whether there is a population for which TRO CTA is

diagnostic yields for aortic dissection and pulmonary

necessary. Is there really that much confusion about

embolisms (PEs) in the TRO CTA group, this came at

whether someone might have an aortic dissection, PE,

the cost of a higher dose of radiation and contrast

or an acute coronary syndrome (or coronary disease)?

exposure. This is the largest dataset to compare TRO

Risk factor proﬁles for these conditions are not the

CTA with coronary CTA and conﬁrm the results of

same. For example, PEs are more likely to develop in

smaller studies and systematic reviews (2–5). Howev-

women younger than 55 years of age, whereas aortic

er, as a comparative effectiveness study, the reader

dissection is predominantly a disease of white men

is unable to assess how clinicians decided which

older than 60 years of age. Although elements of the

test to order or what institutional protocols existed.

history and physical examination are unreliable to

What disease or diseases were the clinicians trying

rule out an acute coronary syndrome, there are clin-

to rule out? Why did they choose TRO CTA over a

ical decision rules that help us risk stratify these

dedicated coronary CTA? Was it institutional protocol

patients (6). Patients younger than 40 years of age

or provider choice? Furthermore, we do not know

without a cardiac history or risk factors and normal

how many CTAs were done solely to evaluate for PE

ﬁndings on an electrocardiogram have a <1% risk

or aortic dissection.

of 30-day adverse cardiovascular events (7). The
TIMI (Thrombolysis In Myocardial Infarction) risk

SEE PAGE 817

score, the HEART (History, ECG, Age, Risk Factors,
Several questions that are clinically relevant

Troponin) score, and the EDACS (Emergency Depart-

should be raised by this study. Only 1 can really be

ment Assessment of Chest Pain Score) deﬁne a

addressed—whether coronary CTA and TRO CTA have

low-risk population in which potential further testing

similar diagnostic yields for coronary disease. This is

for an acute coronary syndrome may be unnecessary

the only disease that coronary CTA is designed to

(8–10). For those at low to intermediate risk of

detect. The results of this study conﬁrm that they are

an acute coronary syndrome, multiple large cohort

similar. Other highly relevant questions are the fol-

studies

lowing: How does TRO CTA compare with pulmonary

proved the effectiveness of coronary CTA (11–13).

CTA for the diagnosis of PE? How does TRO CTA

and randomized, controlled trials

have

Formal risk assessment or clinical gestalt can help
physicians diagnose PE. Kline et al. (14) compared
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clinician gestalt with machine-derived pre-test prob-

the authors and do not necessarily represent the views of JACC:

abilities of acute coronary syndrome or PE and found

Cardiovascular Imaging or the American College of Cardiology.

that they were similar. Rules such as PERC (Pulmo-
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without history and risk factors for aortic dissection,

We need to move away from mandatory testing for

this diagnosis is highly uncommon, with only w2,000

every possible disease and move toward testing for

cases reported in the United States each year. The IRAD

serious conditions that the patient may have. We

(International Registry of Aortic Dissections) only has

should, of course, do this with the minimal harm to

w3,800 patients enrolled in nearly 2 decades (17).

patients. Providers should be able to, in most cases,

Equally important, just because we have the tech-

decide whether they need to rule out coronary dis-

nology does not mean we should be using it. As we

ease, PE, or aortic dissection and select the test

have seen with the proliferation of new technology in

that will give them the best answer. We know that

hospitals, the use of tests has increased. Emergency

coronary CTA and TRO CTA are similar with respect

department use of abdominal CT doubled between

to the diagnosis of coronary disease. There is not

2001 and 2005, yet detection rates for appendicitis,

enough evidence to determine whether TRO com-

diverticulitis, and gallbladder disease did not in-

pares favorably or unfavorably with dedicated an-

crease and admission rates did not decrease (18).

giography of the pulmonary arteries or the aorta.

Imaging

presentations

Until we know that TRO CTA at least meets that bar,

nearly tripled from 1998 to 2008, whereas the diag-

we probably should avoid the extra contrast and

nosis of intracranial pathology among those visits

radiation that come along with it. Let’s use the right

decreased by almost two-thirds (19). In a single-

test for the right patient rather than a 1-test-ﬁts-all

center study, Rogg et al. (5) found that only 0.6% of

approach.

for

atraumatic

headache

patients underwent testing for acute coronary syndrome, PE, and aortic dissection. There should not be
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